
 
 

  

 



Truth Alone Brings Hope 

Kenzi was 6 and was taking a gymnastics classes.  Mendi sat in the lobby to mingle 

with the other moms and build relationships during class time.  She connected with 

another mom, Roberta, and they chatted every week; even exchanged phone numbers. 

A concern that Roberta expressed was that she didn’t know if her marriage was 

blessed by God since they had only been married at the equivalent of the Justice of the 

Peace and not in their Catholic church.  She is a very devout Catholic. Her husband 

had previously been married, and the Catholic church didn’t approve of his divorce so 

wouldn’t allow him to be remarried there. Mendi listened and inserted a mix of 

compassion and seeds of truth as the situation allowed and the Holy Spirit led. 

Another time Roberta and Mendi were talking, and Mendi mentioned that our youngest 

3 kids have asthma.  Roberta responded with the following story: 

“Have you ever heard of Simpatía? One time my asthma was really bad,” she 

continued, “I wanted to cure it, so I went to a Mother Saint. “ 

Here she paused to explain that a Mother Saint is a living person who has gone 

through different rituals including spending many hours covered and lying in chicken 

blood to gain the title and position of Mother Saint. A person who wants a special 

blessing or some type of gain goes to a Mother or Father Saint.  They bow down and 

beg this saint for the thing they want and then the saint gives them some sort of task to 

fulfill in order please the spirits to gain that particular thing. 

Then she picked the story back up. “So, I went to the Mother Saint and told her I 

wanted to be cured of asthma.  I prayed to her and begged and begged her for a cure.” 

At this point, Mendi was trying hard to keep a normal look on her face instead of jaw 

dropped and eyebrows raised. 

“You know those bugs that eat peanuts?” She asked Mendi. 

“No, I don’t think I do.” Mendi responded, wondering what that had to do with the 

story.  She soon found out. 



“Well, there is a certain bug that eats peanuts.  The mother saint told me to eat one of 

those bugs on the first day, two bugs on the second day, three on the third day, and 

then all the way up to 7 days.  Then I had to do the same from day 7 down to day 1. “ 

There was no hiding the jaw dropping and the eyebrow raising at this point. 

“I was cured after that,”  she continued, ” Actually, I don’t know if maybe there wasn’t 

some healing property in the bug, but I haven’t had problems with asthma since.” 

Soon after the story by Roberta, Kenzi was done with her class and they all said their 

good-byes.  Mendi hurried home so she could google Simpatía.  She found that it is a 

spiritist ritual that is part of a religion, Umbanda, which is synchronized with 

Catholicism. 

Spiritism is a strong influence in Brasil. We witnessed signs of spirit worship around us 

often, as in this example and more. Friends of ours who had been saved out of it still 

found themselves influenced by their former beliefs when doubts or difficulties in the 

Christian life came up. 



 

Beliefs are passed down from generation to generation without any understanding of 

the truth and hope we have in Christ. The pictures up above is a picture we took of a 

common sight… a sacrifice to spirits for something the offerer wanted to gain; whether 

it was a better paying job, regaining a love interest, being healed from an ailment, or 

wishing ill will on someone else. 

Our partnerships with Brazilian missionaries and ministry workers will help those 

missionaries reach deeper into their communities with the truth. 

We believe that God has guided our ministry in such a way that our partnerships will do 

more towards reaching others for Jesus and more towards replacing those faulty 

beliefs with the truth of God’s word than us living in one fixed location in Brasil will. 

Please consider helping by supporting us for $30 a month 

30 X 30 Challenge 

30 new supporters in June for $30 



 

Click here 
 

Our 30 X 30 Challenge ends in just a few days.  We'll have some fun updates in a 

couple of weeks, after all of those who have joined our support team register and we 

have had a chance to pray and talk through the positive progress in our ministry. 

 

Please continue praying for us.  We appreciate and value them.  

 

Blessings! 

Steve and Mendi Everett and kids 
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